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Abstract. Most requirements elicitation methods do not explicitly pro-
vide a systematic way for deciding the boundary of the usage context that
should be taken into account because it is essentially difficult to decide
which context element should be included as the system requirements. If
a developer explores the context boundary in an ad-hoc manner, the de-
veloper will be faced with the frame problem because there are unlimited
context elements in the real world where the target system exists. There
are many application domains that should take into account the frame
problem: security, safety, network threats, and user interactions. To deal
with this problem, this paper proposes a new type of requirements anal-
ysis method for exploring the context boundary using guide words, a set
of hint words for finding a context element affecting the system behavior.
The target of our method is embedded systems that can be abstracted as
a sensor-and-actuator machine exchanging the physical value between a
system and its context. In our method, only the value-context elements,
a kind of value objects, are extracted as the associated context elements.
By applying the guide words, we can explore only a sequence of context
elements affecting the data value and avoid falling into the frame problem
at the requirements analysis phase.
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1 Introduction

Many embedded systems not only affect their context through actuators but also
are affected by their context through sensors. The term context refers to the real
world such as the usage environment that affects the system behavior.

In most cases, context is only roughly analyzed in comparison to functional
or non-functional system requirements. As a result, unexpected behavior may
emerge in a system if a developer does not recognize any possible conflicting
combinations between the system and its context. It is also difficult to decide
the boundary of the context that should be taken into account: which context
element, an object existing outside of the system, should be included as the
targets of requirements analysis.

If a developer explores the context boundary in an ad-hoc manner, he or
she will be faced with the frame problem [14] because there are unlimited con-
text elements in the real world where the system exists. The frame problem is
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the problem of representing the effects of the system behavior in logic without
explicitly specifying a large number of conditions not affected by the behavior.

To relax the frame problem in embedded systems, we propose CAMEmb (Con-
text Analysis Method for Embedded systems), a context-dependent requirements
analysis method. A context model is constructed from the initial system re-
quirements by using the UML Profile for Context Analysis. This context model
clarifies the relation between a system and its context. In CAMEmb, only the
value-context elements, a kind of value objects, are extracted as the associated
context elements because many embedded systems are abstracted as a sensor-
and-actuator machine exchanging the physical value between a system and its
context. Applying the Guide Words for Context Analysis, we can explore only a
sequence of context elements directly or indirectly affecting the data value ob-
served or controlled by the system sensors and actuators. Other context elements
not affecting the system observation and control are not taken into account be-
cause these context elements do not affect the system behavior. We can relax
the frame problem because we only have to consider limited number of context
elements as the context of the target system.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, problems in
the current requirements analysis methods are pointed out in terms of the frame
problem. In Section 3 and 4, CAMEmb is introduced to relax the frame problem.
In Section 5, we discuss how to apply our idea to other domains such as security.
In Section 6, we introduce related work. Concluding remarks are provided in
Section 7.

2 Motivation

In this section, typical problems in the current requirements analysis methods
are pointed out by describing the specification of an electric pot as an example.

2.1 Motivating Example

An electric pot is an embedded system for boiling water. Here, for simplicity,
only the following is considered: 1) the pot has three hardware components: a
heater, a thermostat, and a water level sensor; 2) the pot controls the water
temperature by turning on or off the heater; 3) the pot changes its mode from
the heating mode to the retaining mode when the temperature becomes 100
Celsius; and 4) the pot observes the volume from the water level sensor that
detects whether water is below or above a certain base level.

In case of the electric pot, the water temperature should be taken into account
as an important context element. Here, as an example, let us consider the spec-
ification that controls the water temperature. In most cases, this specification
is described by implicitly taking into account the specific context—for example,
such the context that water is boiled under the normal air pressure. A devel-
oper describes the software logic corresponding to the specific context—in this
case, the pot continues to turn on a heater switch until the water temperature
becomes 100 Celsius. Below is the specification described in pseudo code. This
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function describes that a controller continues to turn on a heater while the value
of the temperature obtained from a thermostat is below 100 Celsius. The Boil

function behaves correctly under the normal circumstance.

// Boil function

while thermostat.GetTemperature() < 100.0

do heater.On();

Although this traditional approach is effective, there is room for improvements
because it does not explicitly consider the context elements such as water and air
pressure. The above Boil specification looks correct. However, faults may occur
if the expected context is changed—for example, the circumstance of the low air
pressure. Because the boiling point is below 100 Celsius under this circumstance,
the software controller continues to heat water even if its temperature becomes the
boiling point. As a result, water evaporates and finally its volume will be empty.
The water level sensor observes the volume, and the pot stops heating. Although
this behavior satisfies the above system specification, the pot may be useless for
the people who use it up on high mountains where the air pressure is low.

2.2 Problems to be Tackled

The boundary of the context should be determined from stakeholders’ require-
ments. If we consider climbers as customers of the pot, we have to admit that
we failed in eliciting requirements in the above example.

It is not easy to define the context boundary even if the target users of the
system are determined. A developer will be faced with the frame problem be-
cause there are unlimited context elements in the real world. There are some
studies that take into account the real world as a modeling target. For exam-
ple, Greenspan, S. et al. claim the necessity of introducing real world knowledge
into requirement specifications [4]. But, current requirements elicitation meth-
ods do not answer a question: how and why do we find air pressure as a context
element ? Of course, domain knowledge and past experiences are important to
find this kind of requirements elicitation. Moreover, we admit that there are no
complete methods to overcome the frame problem. However, at the same time,
we need a method for systematically exploring the context boundary because
many incidents that occur in the real embedded systems are caused by insuf-
ficient context analysis. That is, unexpected context influence that cannot be
predicted in the requirements elicitation phase tends to cause a crucial incident.
Many engineers in the industry face this problem.

3 CAMEmb

CAMEmb is a context analysis method for dealing with the problem pointed
out in Section 2.
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Fig. 1. CAMEmb overview

3.1 Overview

CAMEmb complements the insufficiency of the traditional requirements analysis
methods as illustrated in Figure 1.

CAMEmb in the requirements analysis phase consists of 1) context modeling
and 2) context validation. After traditional requirements analysis is performed
from the viewpoint of eliciting the system functions and non-functional prop-
erties, CAMEmb is applied. In 1), the context elements affecting the system
behavior are extracted. The boundary of the context that should be taken into
account is explored. In 2), the consistency and correctness of a context model
is verified using VDM++ [3], an object-oriented extension of VDM-SL (The Vi-
enna Development Method – Specification Language). We can check whether a
system analysis model behaves correctly within the expected context boundary.
When the system analysis model does not behave correctly, we regard this result
as the requirements elicitation defects. The context boundary is not correct or
the system requirements are not feasible in the expected context. In the former
case, we have to modify the context model. Otherwise, in the latter case, we have
to modify the system analysis model. It depends on stakeholders’ needs whether
we have to modify the system analysis model or the context model.

In this paper, we focus on the context modeling method and explain its process
step by step.

3.2 Context Analysis Model

Figure 2 illustrates the result of context analysis for an electric pot. The upper
side and the lower side show a system and its context, respectively. The details of
the Controller in the context model are described in the system analysis model.
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Fig. 2. Context analysis model for an electric pot

Sensors and actuators for observing or controlling the context are regarded as the
interface components that separate the context from a system. Figure 2 shows
only the structural aspect of the context modeling. The details of the Controller
and the behavioral aspect of the context model are omitted due to the space
limitation. In CAMEmb, the behavioral aspect is modeled using state machine
diagrams. The structural aspect plays an important role in exploring the context
boundary as mentioned below.

3.3 UML Profile for Context Analysis

A UML profile is provided for context analysis as shown in Table 1.
This profile can describe system elements, context elements, and associa-

tions between them: four kinds of stereotypes including � Context �, �
Hardware �, � Sensor �, and � Actuator � are defined as an exten-
sion of the UML class (� Sensor � and � Actuator � are subtypes of
� Hardware �); and five kinds of stereotypes including � Observe �, �
Control �, � Transfer �, � Affect �, and � Noise � are defined as an
extension of the UML association. The arrow of� Observe � and� Control �
indicates the target of observation and control. The arrow of � Noise � and
� Affect � indicates the source of noise and affect, respectively. The arrow
of � Transfer � indicates the source of transformation. � Transfer � is
introduced in order to represent data transformation because a sensor cannot
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Table 1. UML profile for context analysis

Name Category Definition

� Context � Class Context
� Hardware � Class Hardware
� Sensor � Class Sensor (subtype of � Hardware �)
� Actuator � Class Actuator (subtype of � Hardware �)
� Observe � Association Sensor observes a context element
� Control � Association Actuator controls a context element
� Transfer � Association Data is transformed into a different form be-

cause a sensor cannot directly observe the orig-
inal data

� Affect � Association Data from the target context element is af-
fected by other context elements

� Noise � Association Noise from other context elements (subtype of
� Affect �)

Fig. 3. Stepwise context analysis using guide words (for illustration only)

directly observe the original data. For example, water level observed by the water
level sensor is not the final observation target of a pot. That is, a pot wants to
observe not the water level but the water volume.

The associations between Controller and three hardware components (sensors
and actuators) indicate the phenomena such as sending a command from soft-
ware to hardware and receiving data from hardware. However, stereotypes for
these phenomena are not provided in our UML profile because they should be
considered in system analysis not in context analysis.

4 Stepwise Context Analysis Using Guide Words

The context model shown in Figure 2 is created as illustrated in Figure 3. Fig-
ure 3 shows only the image of context analysis procedures. Please refer to Figure
2 when a detailed analysis result is needed.
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Fig. 4. Step1: extract directly observed or controlled context elements

Step1: Extract Directly Observed or Controlled Context Elements

First, context elements (� Context �), which are directly observed or con-
trolled by a sensor or an actuator, are extracted as illustrated in Figure 4.

We regard the environment value as a context element because CAMEmb
focuses on embedded systems based on sensing and actuating. We call these
context elements “value-context elements”. In case of an electric pot, water level
and water temperature are extracted since water level is observed by the water
level sensor and water temperature is controlled by the heater.

Step 2 [Initial Boundary]: Extract Indirectly Observed or Controlled
Context Elements

An element directly observed by a sensor may be an alternative context element
in such a case that the sensor cannot observe the original value of the target
context element. For example, the pot wants to observe not the water level but
the water volume.

Next, we explore the target context elements by using � Transfer �. In
the step 2, all paths from sensors and actuators to the target context elements
are completely extracted as illustrated in Figure 5. The initial context boundary
is determined in this stage. In case of an electric pot, water volume and water
temperature are extracted as the initial context boundary.

Step 3 [Intermediate Boundary]: Extract Impact Factors Using
Guide Words

The initial context boundary is an ideal boundary in which system’s sensing and
controlling are not affected by other factors. However, there are many factors
affecting observation and actuation in the real world. We have to extract these
factors in order to develop reliable embedded systems.
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Fig. 5. Step 2 [Initial boundary]: extract indirectly observed or controlled context
elements

Table 2. Guide words for context analysis

No. Category of � Affect � Guide word

1. physical phenomena factor that determines the upper limit
2. physical phenomena factor that determines the lower limit
3. physical phenomena factor related to a specific value
4. influence to sensing factor that interferes with the observation
5. influence to actuation factor that interferes with the control

In CAMEmb, impact factors that affect the states of these context elements
are extracted using guide words. Guide words, hints for deriving related elements,
are effective for software deviation analysis [13]. Guide words are mainly used
in HAZOP (Hazard and Operability Studies). In HAZOP, deviation analysis is
performed by using the guide words including NOT, MORE, LESS, AS WELL
AS, PART OF, REVERSE, and OTHER THAN. For example, higher pressure,
which may be deviated from a normal situation, can be derived from the property
pressure and the guide word high.

In addition to the HAZOP guide words, CAMEmb provides a set of guide
words specific to the context analysis as shown in Table 2. These guide words
help us to find an obstacle that affects the system observation and control in
terms of the context-value. By using these guide words, we can extract context
elements that affect the context elements existing within the initial boundary.
Our guide words can be considered as hints for deviation analysis targeted to
context analysis. If there is a context element having the influence on another
context element, we link them by the � Affect � association.
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Fig. 6. Step 3 [intermediate boundary]: extract impact factors using guide words

In case of an electric pot, the boiling point can be extracted as an impact factor
for the water temperature by applying the guide word “factor that determines
the upper limit” since the temperature does not become higher than the boiling
point. This guide word indicates that we have to take into account the boiling
point when we develop an embedded product controlling the water temperature.
Figure 6 shows this stage of the context analysis. Without guide words, we have
to explore impact factors in an ad-hoc manner and we may not be able to find
any impact factors.

Step 4 [Final Boundary]: Determine the Context Boundary

We have to continue to extract impact factors as many as possible to develop
reliable systems. In case of an electric pot, the air pressure can be extracted as
an impact factor for the boiling point by applying the guide word “factor related
to a specific value” since the boiling point of the water is 100 Celsius under the
circumstance of 1.0 atm. At this point, we finish the context exploration because
we can find no more impact factors affecting the air pressure. Figure 7 shows
this stage of the context analysis. We can extract two context elements water
volume and air pressure as the final context boundary.

It depends on the domain knowledge or experience of a development organiza-
tionwhen a developer stops exploring related value-contexts elements. Ourmethod
helps a developer to extract context elements affecting the system behavior as
many as possible using domain knowledge inspired by guide words. Without do-
main knowledge, it is not necessarily easy to find impact factors only using guide
words. For example, a developer, who does not have enough knowledge about
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Fig. 7. Step 4 [Final boundary]: determine the context boundary

physics, may not be able to find the air pressure even if the developer knows the
guide word “factor related to a specific value”. Domain knowledge plays an im-
portant role in context modeling. However, it is insufficient unless a systematic
way for extracting domain knowledge exists. Our guide words can derive domain
knowledge needed for context-based deviation analysis from a developer.

As shown here, the boundary of the context is explored by using UML Pro-
file for Context Analysis and Guide Words for Context Analysis. We can explore
only a sequence of context elements directly or indirectly affecting the data value
observed or controlled by the system sensors and actuators. Other context ele-
ments not affecting the system observation and control are not extracted. There
are many context elements such as person, table, and light in the environment of
an electric pot. However, these context elements do not affect the data observed
or controlled by the pot. So, we do not have to take into account these context
elements. These context elements exist out of the boundary.

5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss on the applicability of CAMEmb.

5.1 Applicability

We examined the proposed method to another embedded system: a line trace
car. The car runs tracing a line by observing a ground color.
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Table 3. Applicability of guide words

No. Category of � Affect � Guide word Example Case study

1. physical phenomena factor that determines the upper limit boiling point electric pot

2. physical phenomena factor that determines the lower limit freezing point electric pot

3. physical phenomena factor related to a specific value air pressure electric pot

4. influence to sensing factor that interferes with the observation light line trace car

5. influence to actuation factor that interferes with the control light line trace car

In CAMEmb, guide words play a important role to find context elements
affecting the system behavior. Table 3 shows how guide words are applied to two
case studies: electric pot and line trace car. Although both of two case studies
are sensor-actuator systems, their characteristics are different. In an electric
pot, its system behavior is affected by physical environment in which the pot
exists. On the other hand, in a line trace car, its system behavior is affected
by obstacles of sensing and actuating. There are three kinds of � Affect �:
physical phenomena, influence to sensing, and influence to actuation. The guide
words related to physical phenomena are used in the electric pot. The guide
words related to influence to sensing and influence to actuation are used in the
line trace car.

As mentioned here, we can apply our approach to two kinds of sensor-actuator
systems.

Although we may not be able to apply CAMEmb to all the application do-
mains, there are many domains that can be modelled as monitor-controller (or
sensor-actuator) systems. Security, safety, network threats, and user interactions
are examples of such domains. In these domains, context can be analyzed using
our approach. For example, trust in the security domains correspond to value
in CAMEmb. By defining the guide words that affect the trusts, we can explore
the trust boundary.

5.2 Avoidance of the Frame Problem

In CAMEmb, we select only the elements affecting the data value observed or
controlled by a system. We think that the value-based context analysis is rea-
sonable because most embedded systems observe the input data from the en-
vironment through sensors and affect the environment by emitting the physical
outputs through actuators. The system behavior is determined by the data ob-
served by the sensors and controlled by the actuators. We have only to take into
account the context elements explicitly or implicitly affecting the data linked
with the � Transfer � or the � Affect � associations. The context anal-
ysis terminates when there are no more context elements affecting the data.
In our approach, the affection is determined by using guide words. Of course,
the method using guide words is not complete. But, the method helps a de-
veloper to find the context elements affecting the system behavior as many as
possible.
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6 Related Work

Jackson, M. proposes the problem frames approach [9] in which relations between
a machine (a system to be developed) and the real world are explicitly described.
The problem frames approach emphasises on the importance of analysing the real
world and the problems.

First, in this section, we discuss on the relation between CAMEmb and the
problem frame approach. There are several common ideas between them. We be-
lieve that CAMEmb provides a fruitful mechanism for using the problem frames
approach more effectively. The problem frames approach is strong in analysing
the real world (context) in terms of the problems. On the other hand, CAMEmb
is strong in exploring the context boundary and refining a context model to the
corresponding software design model.

Next, we show the other related work.

6.1 Problem Frames

A context diagram in the problem frames approach describes problem domains
in an application domain, their connections, and a machine and its connections
to the problem domains. The notion of context in CAMEmb corresponds to
the real world in the problem frame. Examples of formalising requirements with
problem frames can be found in [2][6].

We are now exploring the possibility of integrating CAMEmb with the prob-
lem frames approach. Figure 8 shows a context analysis model described in the
problem frames approach. We can describe the context diagram of a line trace
car by using the Required Behavior frame and the Transformation frame. There
is the similarity between our UML profile and frame patterns. For example,
� Transfer � corresponds to Transformation frame.

We consider that it is effective to apply CAMEmb after problem analysis is
done. The problem frames approach is strong in analysing problems in the real
world. On the other hand, our approach provides a systematic way for deter-
mining the context boundary. Because a context analysis model in the problem
frames approach and that in CAMEmb can be converted each other as shown in
Figure 8, we believe that both methods can be integrated.

6.2 Four-Variable Model

Parnas, D. L. and Madey J. propose the four-variable model [15], a model for
system requirements and design. This model takes into account environmental
quantities such as physical proprieties, values displayed on devices, and states
of controlled devices. In the four-variable model, functions, timing, and correct-
ness are described by using monitored variables, control variable, and input /
output data items because variables internal to the system are not adequate
for specifying system requirements. The four-variable model was used to specify
the requirements for the A-7 aircraft in SCR (Software Cost Reduction) [7][8]
providing a tabular notation for specifying requirements.
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Fig. 8. Context analysis model described in problem frames

The four-variable model is similar to CAMEmb because monitored variables
and control variables correspond to context elements observed by sensors and
controlled by actuators. However, the four-variable model does not provide a
way for finding context elements and exploring the context boundary. CAMEmb
focuses on the recognition paths affecting the system observation and control.

6.3 Context Analysis and SPL

Software product line (SPL) [11] is a promising approach to developing embedded
systems. A product is constructed by assembling core assets, components reused
in a family of products. In the current SPL, however, the feature analysis is
mainly conducted from the viewpoint of system configurations and context is not
considered explicitly. However, some PLE methods provide a way for modeling
the context of a product [1][16][5][17][12].

Atkinson, C. et al. propose a PLEmethod called KobrA [1] in which the context
realizationmodels are described by analyzing contexts of target systems. However,
the systems and contexts are simultaneously described in KobrA. On the other
hand, the system lines are completely separated from the context lines in our ap-
proach. We believe that our approach is effective comparing to the way in which
contexts are taken into account as one of the system concerns. There are contexts
features that can be shared among multiple system lines. If a context belongs to
a specific system line, the context cannot be reused in other system lines.

Kang, K. C. et al. propose a method for categorizing features into four layer in-
cluding capability, operating environment, domain technology, and implementa-
tion technique [10]. They point out the importance of introducing the viewpoint
of usage context. Lee, K. and Kang, K. C. propose a model showing how prod-
uct usage contexts are related to product features [12]. In the model, physical
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contexts indicate physical environments or locations where a product is deployed
and used.

Reiser, M. O. et al. use the concept of a product set to describe contextual
constraints for feature election. Hartman, H. and Trew, T. propose a context
variability model (CVM) [5] for modeling product lines that support several
dimensions in the context space. Their approach is similar to our approach.
In CVM, a separate feature diagram is used to model contextual variability and
linked to a product line feature diagram. Similarly, Tun et al. describe contextual
variability as a separate feature diagram [17]. The work of Tun is also based on
the work of Jackson’s problem frames.

We previously proposed a context-dependent SPL method [19] in which a
product line was composed of system and context lines. The former is obtained
by analyzing a family of systems. The latter is obtained by analyzing the features
of the expected context. The configuration of selected system components and
context elements can be formally checked by using VDMTools. Historically, the
prototype of CAMEmb was originally proposed as a method for constructing
context lines. After that, we became aware that our approach could be gener-
alized and could be applied to not only SPL but also requirements elicitation.
Moreover, we became aware that the idea of value-context elements could play an
important role to relax the frame problem. In this paper, we positioned CAMEmb
as a requirements elicitation method for exploring the context boundary.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed CAMEmb, a context-dependent requirements analysis
method. As demonstrated in this paper, we could provide a method for exploring
the context boundary. The idea of value-context elements and guide words plays
an important role.

It is favorable if a system analysis model and a context analysis model are
transformed into a design model reflecting the contexts. We have developed a
prototype of a domain-specific modeling environment for supporting context
analysis [18]. This tool consists of a model editor for supporting a UML Profile
for Context Analysis, a model compiler for transforming a system analysis model
and a context model to a system design model, and a code generator from the
system design model to Java. The generated design model consists of three lay-
ers Controller, Context Recognition, and Driver. The results of context analysis
can be reflected to the software architecture of the target system. The Context
Recognition layer, the most important part in the design model, is obtained by
� Transfer � and � Affect � relations in the context model.

We plan to develop a method for integrating CAMEmb with the problem
frames approach. The former is strong in exploring the context boundary and
the latter is strong in analysing the real world. Tool support is necessary to
accomplish this research goal. For example, translation between a context model
described in CAMEmb and a context diagram in the problem frames approach
should be supported. It would be better if problem analysis, context analysis,
and refinement to a design model are seamlessly linked.
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We think that the essential idea of CAMEmb can be applied to other kinds
of context such as security and safety in embedded systems. As the next step,
we plan to apply CAMEmb to such an application.
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